Most coaches I've met entered this field because they have a deep and abiding passion for helping others to succeed. Often this is based on a deep appreciation for the support that they've received from others during their lifetime.

Then you start a coaching business.

This can be a startling experience for new coaches, because you quickly find that your job is now marketing and sales. If people don't know about you and the value coaching can provide, they won't hire you. And you got into this profession because you wanted to help people.

Coaching and marketing are different skills, and you need to master both.

The most powerful coach marketing I've seen is built on integrity and authenticity. Clients won't hire you unless they trust that you can deliver the results they're looking for, improvements in their life, career, or business. They're only going to trust you if they see that playing out in you and your messages.

Imagine that I'm thinking about hiring you to help me fix my business. I'll look at your relevant experience, hoping that you've solved problems like mine before. I'll ask your previous clients whether they were satisfied with the results.

But quickly my scrutiny turns to who you are, and whether I can imagine opening up to you about some sensitive areas. I want to see who you really are through your marketing. In conversation, I want to be able to imagine what it will be like working with you.

This doesn't mean that you'll want to disclose everything about yourself from the very beginning. After all, coaches are human too, with all the same doubts and failings. But what you show should be consistent with who you really are and how you work, so you attract the right clients.

Authenticity is the alignment of head, mouth, heart, and feet - thinking, saying, feeling, and doing the same thing - consistently. This builds trust, and followers love leaders they can trust.

-- Lance Secretan

I've also found that there's a deep power which comes from authenticity. Coaching taps a great inner strength, both from the client and the coach. That propels you on the journey of magical progress in a coaching engagement.

Consistency and authenticity also support great personal development and power. Maturing usually brings a desire to live with intention. We're looking for a way of life which integrates mind, body, soul, and actions.

I've gone through different phases of my career, working with different people, companies and professions. The most satisfying times were when I found consistency between my
external world and the internal journey. Because both are constantly changing, I continue to discover new things about myself.

This change opens up new opportunities to find success and enlightenment.

For me, then, authenticity is not a stable condition. It’s constantly shifting based upon what I learn, who I interact with, my goals, and my spiritual development. It’s a beautiful, fascinating dance.

I’m constantly challenged to find the balance which best satisfies all these levels on the inside and outside. Every day is a new adventure.

How are you creating your own balance of an authentic life?
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